After a historical introduction to Poisson's equation for Newtonian gravity, its analog for static gravitational fields in Einstein's theory is reviewed. It appears that the pressure contribution to the active mass density in Einstein's theory might also be noticeable at the Newtonian level. A form of its surprising appearance, first noticed by Richard Chase Tolman, was discussed half a century ago in the Hamburg Relativity Seminar and is resolved here.
Historical Introduction
By "active" mass one means the mass considered as source of a gravitational field. This concept can be distinguished from that of the "passive" mass measuring the response to a gravitational field and of an "inertial" mass describing resistance against acceleration by any force, gravitational or other. These distinctions are useful for considering nonNewtonian or non-Einsteinian theories of gravity, or to assess which aspects of mass are tested in experiments. In Newton's and Einstein's theories these distinctions are not necessary, in agreement with available physical and astronomical evidence and post-Newtonian approximations.
Joseph Louis Lagrange in his 1773 "Memoir on the secular Equation of the Moon" [1] introduced the function V through the equation
He recognized that it is easier to first compute V and then to get the accelerations by differentiation than to calculate the accelerations directly.
The function ρ( x ′ ) denotes here the density of the active mass. The active mass is then given by
Lagrange did not use vector notation and did not exhibit Newton's gravitational constant G because astronomers set it equal to one as we do in this paper. We recognize now Lagrange's function V as the negative of the gravitational potential φ. The use of the negative of the potential was customary before the principle of the conservation of energy began to dominate physics and astronomy.
Lagrange did not supply a name for his function V . Carl Friedrich Gauss called it the potential in his 1839 paper on "General Theorems about Forces of Attraction and Repulsion depending on the inverse Square of the Distance" [2] . Gauss had not been aware of George
Green's 1828 article "An Essay on the Application of Mathematical Analysis on the Theory of Electricity and Magnetism" [3] that had named V the "potential function". Green had published his paper privately and had rarely referred to it in his later papers. It was only several years after Green's death in 1841 that William Thomson (the later Lord Kelvin) discovered Green's paper and arranged for the publication of its results.
The acceleration vector¨ x for a massive particle was given by Lagrange in an inertial system by¨
This law may be read as saying that the inertial mass may be identified with the passive gravitational mass.
In his 1782 "Theory of the attraction of spheroids and the figure of the earth" [4] Pierre Simon Laplace introduced for the function V the equation
that is now named the Laplace equation. Laplace did not write it, as we just did, in
Cartesian coordinates x, y, z but used spherical polar coordinates. He published the form in Cartesian coordinates in his "Memoir about the theory of Saturn's ring" [5] in 1787.
It was only 26 years later that Siméon-Denis Poisson pointed out in his "Remarks about an equation that occurs in the theory of attraction of spheroids" that the Laplace equation
does not hold within the substance of the attracting body [6] and has there to be replaced by
This equation is now known as the Poisson equation. A proof was first given by Gauss in 1839 [2] . If we write the equations in terms of the potential φ we have 6) the relation between the gravitational potential and the density of the active mass in an inertial system of Newton's theory. If φ is required to vanish at infinity, (1.6) implies (1.1).
Static Fields in Einstein's Theory of Gravitation
In General Relativity [7] the ten components g µν of the metric tensor
replace the potential of Lagrange. Moreover, not just the mass-density, but all ten components of the energy-momentum-stress tensor T µν become contributing sources to the gravitational field. For neutral matter T µν is given by
with energy density ρ, pressure tensor p µν and four-velocity u µ subject to the normali-
and
For a perfect fluid
Instead of Poisson's equation relating the gravitational potential to the active mass density ρ we have now the Einstein field equations
connecting the g µν and their derivatives up to the second order to the components of T µν . The Riemann tensor is defined through the interchange of order in the second covariant derivatives of a covariant vector field ξ µ
and the Ricci tensor by
The Ricci scalar R is obtained through contraction from the Ricci tensor R µ ν .
Here we use units where the speed of light "c" is put equal to 1.
For a static gravitational field in which the matter is at rest we are able to find an analog of Lagrange's potential and its Poisson equation. In section 8 we give an invariant derivation of the necessary developments. Here we give just the results. A static gravitational field can be described by the metric
with no g 0i terms. Latin indices run here from 1 to 3. The components of the metric tensor do not depend on the time coordinate t = x 0 and the four-velocity u µ of the matter is given by
We have then for the static potential √ g 00 withĝ = det g jk
The spatial metric differs from the flat metric only by terms of order φ, On the left-hand side of the relativistic Poisson equation we have the Laplace operator on the spaces t = const. for the function √ g 00 that we now identify as the static relativistic potential. This expression in Riemannian geometry was derived by Eugenio Beltrami in his 1868 paper "On the general theory of differential parameters" and became known as the second Beltrami parameter [8] .
The cosmological term in (2.6) can be put on the right-hand side of the equation as
Interpreted as an energy-momentum tensor of a perfect fluid
we have been defined as the work to displace a unit mass (charge) from infinity and it was usually normalized to vanish at spatial infinity. In Einstein's theory of gravitation the component g 00 for a finite mass distribution in a static gravitational field is usually taken as c 2 or 1 at infinity. The reason is that now one includes the rest energy of a particle as part of the potential energy and assumes that the metric of an isolated system becomes Euclidean at large distances. We have then for √ g 00 at large distances r from the center of mass
where M is the total active mass. Thus, for weak fields the factor √ g 00 in the relativistic
Poisson equation differs from 1 only slightly.
The most surprising correction to the relativistic Poisson equation is the term 3p that is actually 3p/c 2 . This term was first noted explicitly as a consequence of Einstein's field equations by Tullio Levi-Civitá in 1917 in his series of papers on "Einstein's Static" [9] . It is this term that we shall discuss in other sections of this paper. Finally, √ĝ d 3 x ′ in the formula for the active mass is the proper volume element.
The justification for identifying √ g 00 with the relativistic global potential rests on its definition as the specific potential energy. We shall show in section 11 that the test particle of unit mass resting at x has potential energy (apart from its rest-energy)
The Poisson equation in Newtonian gravity is written down in a global inertial system. The closest analog to such a system for Einstein's static gravitational fields (without cosmological constant) is based on the coordinates adapted to the time-like hypersurfaceorthogonal Killing vector. It also defines a rest system through the divergence-free time-like unit vectors orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const. reaching out to spatial infinity where the space-time metric is assumed to become Minkowskian. These coordinates, it has to be stressed, are not local inertial systems. The acceleration of a particle at rest is given bẏ
. 
suppressing the cosmological term, where ρ is the relativistic energy density.
In statistical mechanics of an ideal gas consisting of particles with mass m, and momentum p, velocity v, and number density n, the pressure p is given by Daniel Bernoulli's formula [11] from his 1738 "Hydrodynamics, commentaries about forces and motions in fluids"
where the bar indicates averaging. In (3.2) p is the kinetic contribution to the pressure.
In general p, or p jk contains contributions from short-range interactions, which have to be added to (3.2) . Attractive interactions contribute negative p. This formula, as written above, holds also for a relativistic ideal gas as discussed by Franz Juettner in his paper on "Maxwell's law of velocity distribution in the relative theory" [12] . In the high energy limit of photons with energy ǫ this gives However, the only way such an effect might be seen in the laboratory was by the Cavendish experiment for the determination of the gravitational constant where the active mass came into play. While it would be forbidding to work with a ball of ultra-cold solid hydrogen one might consider a material with a high hydrogen content that was solid at room temperature like polyethylene of formula CH 2 or lithium hydride of formula LiH. Misner and Putnam showed, assuming gravity to be negligible, that the 3p-term for a gas in a container was canceled by negative contributions to the mass from the stresses in the walls of the container that kept the gas together. It had not been clear to us that negative surface contributions to the energy would exactly cancel the positive 3p-volume contribution to the total mass when we had the model of a bubble in mind.
The spherical bubble
We imagined a gas of constant density ρ and pressure p enclosed in a spherical twodimensional shell of radius r with surface mass density σ and surface tension τ .
The surface tension should be just strong enough for keeping the bubble in equilibrium. The gravitational binding energy of the bubble was supposed to be negligible compared to its mass. For finding the relation of surface tension to pressure for equilibrium we imagined a plane cut through the bubble removing the southern hemisphere. To keep the northern hemisphere in equilibrium one now had to balance the upward pressure over the equatorial disc of area πr 2 against the surface tension pulling down along the equator over the length 2πr. This gives the relation
The total active mass M would then be obtained by the surface contribution 4πr 2 (σ−τ )
and by the volume contribution 4πr 3 (ρ + 3p)/3
leaving us with half the volume contribution of the 3p-term to the active mass. Something was wrong. It was only last summer in a nostalgic moment when we talked about this problem again that we saw the solution:
If the active mass density of a 3-dimensional distribution has to be complemented by a 3p-term, then that of a 2-dimensional shell needs a 2p-term and a 1-dimensional disk a p-term (corresponding to the trace of a 2-or 1-dimensional isotropic stress tensor) If they were stresses instead of pressures they would come in with a negative sign. Now all was clear: the surface contribution to the active mass of the bubble was 4πr 2 (σ− 2τ ) and we obtain now instead (5.2)
This simple remark settled also the case of the active mass of a circular disk.
The active mass of a circular disk
We consider a circular disk of radius r with mass density σ and pressure p The disk is kept in equilibrium by a one-dimensional string around its circumference of linear mass density µ and stress λ. To find the relation between the pressure p and the stress λ we imagine a linear cut through the center of the disk removing the lower half
The pressure over the diameter 2r must now be balanced against the stress λ at the left and the right end of the semicircle. This gives
The active mass M of the disk is then obtained by taking the active mass density σ + 2p over the area πr 2 and adding the active mass density µ − λ of the bounding string along the circumference 2πr. This gives
the promised result.
In Newtonian theory there was always the understanding, because of "actio = reactio", that the active and passive masses were equal. If this were not the case a system of two passive unit masses but different active masses would show an acceleration of its center of mass violating Newton's law actio = reactio. In Einstein's theory of gravitation the equality of active and passive mass is not so obvious since Einstein's cosmological constant can be seen as giving rise to self-acceleration for the center of mass of a double star. While we have no reason to doubt the equality of the three kinds of masses we believe that tests involving the active mass are certainly desirable. This is especially true for situations where the gravitational binding energy significantly contributes to the mass.
In General Relativity the fundamental variables are "local" ones, such as g αβ , T αβ , ρ, u α , p . . . neither the active nor the passive or the inertial mass of an (extended) body have been exactly defined so far, these concepts belong to perturbative theories in General Relativity. If we write down equation (2.5) three times with cyclic permutation of the indices 
Killing's Equation
we obtain from (8.6) by anti-symmetrization and contraction Maxwell's equations for a field tensor F µν and a four-current j µ
the Killing vector for a stationary gravitational field plays the rôle of an electromagnetic four-potential.
Adapted Coordinates
We choose coordinates in such a way that
That can be done for any contravariant vector field in a finite region. This specialization still allows gauge transformation with an arbitrary function χ(x k )
The Killing equation (8.1) can be written
This gives with our normalization (9.1)
that is independence of the coordinate x 0 . Since we requested that the Killing vector ξ µ be time-like we have that x 0 is a distinguished time coordinate with
Using now the condition that the Killing vector is hypersurface-orthogonal (static field)
we have after contraction with ξ µ ,
This gives after division by (g 00 ) 2
(g 0ν /g 00 ) ,λ − (g 0λ /g 00 ) ,ν = 0. (9.8)
We have, therefore, that g 0ν /g 00 is a gradient of a scalar function ψ
We can write
Comparison with (9.2) shows that we can choose the gauge transformation χ such that
By dropping the bar onx 0 we have then for the metric the form (2.8)
The purely spatial coordinate transformations are still free. The time-like hypersurfaceorthogonal Killing vector is, in general, unique up to a constant factor. The square of this factor multiplies g 00 .
The length of the Killing vector is √ g 00 . A state of rest is then desribed by a time-like unit vector
We study now the second set of Maxwell's equations (8.8) in adapted coordinates. We have because of time independence
Since by (8.7)
the only non-vanishing covariant components are
Entered into (10.2) this gives
We obtain
The four-current j µ from (8.7) becomes with the Einstein field equations (2.4)
Here T is the trace (contraction) of the tensor T µ ν . The second set of Maxwell's equations state that
saying that the density of momentum and energy flux vanish in this static situation.
Calling the energy density ρ and the trace of the pressure tensor 3p
we have
With (10.7) this gives the relativistic Poisson equation for a static gravitational field.
11 The energy of a particle in a static gravitational field A particle of constant mass m and four-velocity v µ moving on a geodesic in a static gravitational field obeys
The energy integral for unit mass is given by
The first term on the right hand side vanishes because of the geodesic equation (11.1) while the second term is zero due to the Killing equation (8.1).
In terms of the components of the local rest frame we have
where β is the local velocity in terms of the speed of light.
12 Acceleration of a particle at rest A particle at rest is characterised by its four-velocity
The acceleration of the particle is given bẏ
Since g 00 is independent of time the first term on the right-hand side vanishes. We obtain then with (12.1)u
13 The pressure of an ideal Fermi gas at zero temperature
The pressure for such a gas at zero temperature was derived by Enrico Fermi in his 1926
paper "On the quantization of the ideal mono-atomic gas" [16] . For N identical particles in volume V we have a number density n = N/V and according to (3.1)
For a non-relativistic motion this gives with a mass m
whereǭ is their average kinetic energy.
For an ideal Fermi gas at zero temperature in a cubic box of side length L for a statistical weight g we can fit g particles in a cell of phase space of size
While Fermi took g = 1, the case of general g was discussed by Wolfgang Pauli in his 1927 paper "On gas degeneration and paramagnetism" [17] .
We have thus for dN particles
and for the total number N of particles in terms of the maximum Fermi momentum
(13.5)
We obtain the average kinetic energy by averaging the expression ( p) 2 /2m and obtain
This gives for the pressure from (13.2)
The ratio of 3p/c 2 to the mass density ρ becomes The constant r 0 is given by [19] r 0 = 1.2 f m. We thank Yanwen Shang and Eugene Surowitz for comments and Linda Snow for locating some of the more arcane references. The pressure is balanced by the tension λ with dimension force along its perimeter. 
